UNIQUELY SINGAPORE
(03 Nights and 04 Days Tour)

DAY 1: ARRIVE SINGAPORE - SINGAPORE HOTEL – SINGAPORE CITY TOUR
Today you take your flight from Mumbai to Singapore. On arrival at Changi International airport, you will be welcome by our
local representative. Transfer to the hotel and check in. After Having breakfast & continue the city experience. Drive pass Little
India, the Istana and around Suntec City to see the Fountain of Wealth, followed by a stop at the Merlion Park where you can
take beautiful pictures with the Singapore icon. Visit to the Jewellery-Wholesale factory before ending our tour at the Botanic
Gardens. Come back to the hotel. Overnight stay at the Singapore.
DAY 2: SINGAPORE – SENTOSA TOUR + NIGHT SAFARI
Breakfast at the Hotel. Visit the Images of Singapore in Sentosa. The next attraction to be enjoyed is the Dolphin Lagoon where
you will be given a chance to meet the rare pink dolphins, After, pick up for Underwater World, experiencing an exciting ride
on the aerial chair lift - Sky ride & proceed to the Songs of the Sea that is a musical extravaganza complimented with a dazzling
display of laser and lights. . Proceed for Night Safari by coach. Under the magical night Sky, discover over 900 nocturnal animals
of 135 species in their natural jungle setting as they roam freely amidst 40 hectares of lush secondary forest. Overnight stay at
Singapore. (B)
DAY 3: SINGAPORE – UNIVERSAL STUDIO
After Breakfast at the hotel, you will be taken for Full Day Universal Studio, experience many new rides and shows. Ride the
Movies is one of the many exclusive attractions found. Overnight stay at Singapore. (B)
DAY 4: SINGAPORE – INDIA
After Breakfast at the Hotel Morning free on your own. Explore Singapore & enjoy shopping on your own. Check out the Hotel.
Proceed to Changi International Airport. (B)

